
Who is Euroflex? 

Euroflex is an Italian company, specialized in high quality domestic steam cleaning products. Its appliances are 
elegantly designed and engineered with quality, durability and performance in mind.

Euroflex Thermal Line

Thermal is the ultimate solution to clean hard floors. It is the first series of appliances 
that uses heat to deep clean floors. Clean with the power of the heat. 

Our Italian designers have produced the ONLY floor cleaning system that provides 
the perfect balance of heat and moisture. 

Thermal is by far the easiest and quickest way to clean and sanitize your floors. 

The Euroflex Difference 

• All products have a commercially inspired design, so that they deliver maximum cleaning results.  

Technologically Enhanced Products for Superior Performance 

Exothermic Technology

In thermodynamics, the exothermic process describes a reaction that 
releases energy, usually in the form of heat, from the system to its 
surroundings. THERMAL transfers the heat (reaching 250°F/120°C) 
to the microfiber underneath, creating enough energy to clean hard 
surfaces in the fastest, effortless and the most efficient way possible. 

THERMAL works with a precise amount of water in order to create 
ideal moisture for cleaning: only 20 OZ/100 ML of water is needed to 
clean up to 1000 SF/90 MQ. Thanks to Exothermic Technology, avoids 
limescale formation.
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Equation of cleaning

These are the 4 elements that constitute any cleaning process.

 By increasing one or more of the 4 elements, the others decrease.

Thermal range cleans with the power of heat AND THEREFORE:

- less effort
- no chemicals
- less water and floor dries in seconds

10 REASONS TO CHOOSE THE THERMAL RANGE

1. The temperature remains constant at 120 º C throughout the cleaning process.
2. Sanitizing: it eliminates 99.9% of bacteria in the pad and in the floor.
3. It keeps the pad moist and never too wet: it cleans and catches the dirt better.
4. The floor remains dry and free of stains after cleaning.
5. No limestone problems.
6. It is very light and easy to handle.
7. Perfect for wood. Ideal for all other types of floors.
8. Microfiber is washable and reusable.
9. Ecological: it cleans and sanitizes without chemicals.
10. It saves money: it consumes less energy and less water.
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Thermal X1 - Hot Mop

Much more than a common steam mop, Euroflex Thermal X1 cleans within a few seconds 
all types of hard floor using exothermic technology (120° C). 
EASY TO USE
It is incredibly light and maneuverable. It can easily reach every spot on your floor!
MULTIPURPOSE
Applying dust collector pad it becames a dust mop.
SANITIZING 
It removes 99% of bacteria from your floor thanks to the heat power released by its 
aluminum plate, without using chemicals but just water to get a perfect cleaning.

The best floor cleaner 
on the MARBLE 

(it doesn’t leave streaks or stains)

The only floor cleaner 
on the WOOD

(no moisture left on the floor)

Thermal Y1 - Heated Roller Mop

• Sweeping 

• Hot mopping

• Drying  

• Self cleaning

THERMAL Y1 is the first heated roller mop that uses heat to deep clean floors.  The easiest and 
quickest way to clean and sanitize your floors. Perfect for removing pet hair and immune to 
limescale formation. 

THERMAL Y1 has a patented system to warm up the cleaning roll, guaranteeing deep cleaning 
and sanitation without chemicals. Floors dry fast without streaks. It is safe on wood, assuring 
floors to dry in seconds without streaks.


